
540 Palomar Avenue - Information 

The ownership of 540 Palomar is a "Cloud Condo".   With a "cloud condo" there is one lot that is shared amongst multiple 
owners and each has designated rights to their specific property.  (This is the same concept as larger planned unit 
communities.)  In this case, there are 2 homes that share the lot. The ownership is condo ownership, meaning the two 
owners own the lot as a whole and each has their own designated yard/lot. (540 & 544 Palomar Ave).   

CLOUD CONDO OWNERSHIP 

With this property, the front home (540 Palomar) has designated use space, which includes the fenced front yard and two 
parking spaces (designated in Red below). The rear home (544 Palomar) has the designated rights to the back of the lot 
(designated in Green below). 

 There are two areas considered "common space".  One is the area on the right side of the drive way that is designated in 
Blue below. The rear unit has the designated rights to use this area as their parking if they desire, but can not make 
changes to it, construct any structure on it, etc.  The second common space is designated in Yellow bellow, which includes 
the driveway on the right side of the house and the small section of common area separating the two units. This space 
cannot be used for parking by either owner and neither owner could make changes to it or construct any structure on it.  

 

The CCRs for the property can be viewed HERE: https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Sa2bVr2PqDlMh-
LtqLShxZIT7RUhn1vV?usp=sharing 

General info about Cloud Condos: Cloud Condos are a relatively new concept that started to become popular in 2000 as 
developers looked to maximize their returns. Cloud Condos are either attached or detached and may or may not have 
common area. The individual units are either on their own parcels or have “exclusive use” areas, which are determined by 
a “point in the clouds,” approximately 50 feet above the property. Since cloud condos are legally classified as 
condominiums, the deeds include a set of covenants, conditions, and restrictions (commonly known as CC&Rs), to regulate 
the design, maintenance, and other factors, which owners are obliged to abide.  This is the same concept as if you bought 
in a larger planned unit community that had a set of CCRs.   
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540 Palomar Avenue - Information 

The owner had contemplated building a larger home on the property and had plans drafted for the construction of a 2,180 
sqft, 4 bedroom home, which included a roof top deck and garage.  (The CCR's for the property have been amended and 
will allow for the construction of this home.) 

PLANS TO BUILD 

 
 

 
The full set of plans can be viewed here: 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Smksf2wvHHbtgyVE_wOtjIe2FV34a1qr?usp=sharing 

The existing plans would not require coastal commission approval. This is because the current set of plans retain the 
required percentage of existing walls.  If the plans are changed, approval may or may not be needed.   

These plans were not submitted to the city for approval.  

 

The solar system is fully owned and the size of the system is 4.42 kilowatts. This is enough to charge an electric car and 
have a zero dollar energy bill. 

SOLAR 
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